Exporting your badges should not depend on whether certificates are enabled

If certificates generation is not enabled in a gradebook, it is not possible to export the badges obtained. This should be independent from the certificates generation setting.

Associated revisions
Revision 8c734aa5 - 12/10/2015 18:39 - Angel Fernando Quiroz Campos
Allow export badges when certificates aren't allowed - refs #7880

Revision 036951c2 - 12/10/2015 20:45 - Angel Fernando Quiroz Campos
Fix add skills when user has finished the course - refs #7880

Revision 1d3dd6d0 - 12/10/2015 21:57 - Angel Fernando Quiroz Campos
Rename variable to avoid ambiguity - refs #7880

History
#1 - 12/10/2015 20:49 - Angel Quiroz
- Status changed from Assigned to Needs testing
- Assignee deleted (Angel Quiroz)
- % Done changed from 0 to 80

Commits:
https://github.com/chamilo/chamilo-lms/commit/8c734aa52a60cd57293194b57b2f66e6e92c39
https://github.com/chamilo/chamilo-lms/commit/036951c275eee260c20f55adce57c59b0e083662

#2 - 13/10/2015 06:24 - Yannick Warnier
- Status changed from Needs testing to Bug resolved
- Assignee set to Angel Quiroz
- % Done changed from 80 to 100

Fix tested and approved.